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Dear Mr. Nolte

Or of mY strongest impressions upon arriving, in Tunis late
last September was that of. seemingl endless waves of school children.
"Back to School" signs were featured in most shoos along the Avenue
de France and Avenue Habib Bourguiba (formerly Jules Ferry), and in
all parts of the city--modern, old medina, and suburban--clusters of
brown or blue smocked children (boys au__d girls) could be seen on the
way to school. And when caught in traffic dring the "school" rush
hours, it seemed as if all Tunis was either going to school or taking
the ir childten.

Recollections of other countries in this part of the warld
came to mind--countries where the cry for more schools had been
of the strongest demands of the nationalists against their foreign
rulers; where from schools or clubs associated with such schools had
sprung the first nat ionalist movement s, countries where the larger
questions of modern v. traditional, religious v. secular, indigenous
v. foreign were being. if not answered- at least tackled in the
schools.

What then is the story behind this apparent flurry of edu-
cational activity in Tunisia?

"It is a sacred principle of germ ral pedagogy--the necessity
of safeguardir the cultural unity of a country. This is a corollary
of t idea which we have developed earlier: education is social
integration. If the society is a livlrg, reality, or2 and indivisible,
then the culture will be so as well, and the pedagogical system must
be a harmonious whole given the task of not letting the unity of the
whole be placed in peril. To ignore the principle of cultural unity
is...to sow the seeds of discord and--another unavoidable consequence--
to place it in .peril of death."

These lines appeared in 19h7 in an Arabic language review
A1 Mabaheth. The author, Mahmud Messadi, then a Tunisian professor
at the newly created (November 19) n_sitNt de__s Hgntes Etude__s, went
ou to contrast this ideal with the "virtually irA-partite culture"
existing in Tunisia with its three separate and unrelated systems of
education
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I. The Sadikitype or "assimilated" education
(often termed Franco-Arab).

2. Orthodox Islamic teaching, or the "Zitouni"
(Zaytuni) system. The University Mosque of
Zitouna with its various regional annexes .oro-
vided a form of education comparable to that of
A1 Azhar in Cairo.

3. The completely French teaching of the INches and
colleges.

Som II years later the author of that article received the
chance and the challenge to put his ideas to t he test, for in May 198
Mahmud Messadi became Minister of Education.

M. MessaSi’s "sacred princiDle" of cultural unity was not
to be resolved simply h6 reshuffling existin educational facilities.
Equally imDortant, nd probably of reater nolitical urgency, ms the
basic task of greatly increasing the total school attendance. At the
tim of independence in 196, roughly 180,0OO .Muslim students between
the ages of 6 and I attended nrimary schools. This represented only
% of the total in this age group. The enrollment in secondary edu-
cation was about 16,0OO or 3% of the total number of Tunisians between
th ages of I ar O. Even his low figure gives a somewhat distorted
and overly-oDtimistic view of the true picture facing, the new Tunisian
state. For only by dint of a fairly impressive effort in the last IO
years of their Protectorate had the rench attained this modes level
of school attendance. In 19? (at the time of Messadi’s article cited
above) only one-half of that proportion re in school--ll% of the
total Muslim Tunisians of primar school age and I-% of those in the
secondar school age group.

From this dual legacy--the lack of a uniform system of edu-
cation and the abysmal numerical inadequacy of that which did exist--
several important considerations arise. First, as with so many newly-
independent countries, the nw governm2nt and aministraton is led
by an extrewly small elite possessing, the educational qualifications
deemed necessary to govern a modern state.

Further, ith the achievement of independence, this small
ruling elite must move abruptly from agitation to implementation, from
planning (and promising) to day-to-day ope rations. It suddenly finds
itself free in two different senses--free for the first time of
outside control, but also virtually free of past exerience upon
which to base important administrative decisions. Every action in
such a situation is a precedent; even the decision to make no change

--For Sadik’i (ormore correctly Sadiqi College, see below ose.ren-h
soellins of Arabic names will be use throughout this reort. Where
there is possibility of confusion the accepted English transliteration
will be given in oarentheseso
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in the old Protectorate System involves discussion and soul-
searching unknown to routine, settled bureaucracy. And the imoulse
to change, to exert one’s own personality, to 9rove that indepen-
dence means more than a simole change of government--must necessarily
be strong in such circumstances.

Finally, since so few Tun+/-sians have had the chance to
receive any education in the ..past, the re exists a great gap in the
cadres (a favorite word of the .olanners in the Ministry of Education)
necessary to run a modern state and econo7. s s result, graduates
of the intensified educational program will quickly assume important
oositions, and in little over a decade the results of the oresent
program will be felt in all sectors of the society. For example,
the present Glans would ca]l for an increase iu intermediate and
secondary enrollment from approximately l,O00 in 199 to 130,000
in. 1969. This seems modest enough even for a small country with a
population of about four million, but absolute figures are mislead-
ing in education-starved countries like Tunisia. It is perhaps more
valid to note that for every one student now enrolled in secondary
or intermediate education there will be. seven in 1969. The small
"ruling elite" will have increased itself in roughly the same pro-
portion in that brief span.

In short, it is not too much to suggest that the large
question of what will be the future political-cultural orientation
of Tunisia will be determined less by reactions to Great Power
maneuvers, by the relations with bdal Nasir and the Eastern Arab
world, or even by the resolution of the Algerian question, than by
the results of the programs now being, advanced by M. Messadi and a
few hundred like-minded persons in the Tunisian educational system.
It can not be stressed too much that this very small froup now has
the initiative. The government is ponular. Groups that mig.ht be
inclined to oppose are (for reason tobe noted later) both discredited
and lacking leadership and/or firm orientation. The chance for a
"guided social revolution" comparable in its results if not its
methods to that of Ataturk’s Turkey is available to the governnnt
presided over so ably today by President Habib Bourguiba. IIowever,
it must be recognized that this government--this small ruling., elite--
"represents" Tunisia only in a sense acceotable to Edmund Burke.
Having.. the confidence of the masses now, they have the intention of
imoosing b5- persuasion their own idea of what should make u the
Groper "cultural unity" of their country. A big order, and if they
should falter after some three or five yes.rs, much of what now seems
to ty.ify the new Tunisia could quickly change. If, however, enough
lan and efficiency can be generated and maintained for about a
ede, then a better-prepared and more broadly based ruling., group
could, in fact, maintain and perpetuate the social revolution being..
worked out by todsy’s leadership.
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Before describing the major points in the present edu-
cational program, a few remarks to show just what the Tunisians
inherited in this field when independence came in 19%6. Many
Western writers are inclired to state bo13.3 that modernism in
Tunisia began with hhe French Protectorate in l81. This is not
quite accurate. Instead the .pattern seems to be more in lin with
that of Eg3t ard the Ottoman Empire at that same oeriod. Tunisia,
as these other countries, had begun to feel the influence of a
physically superior Western culture and had, hi!e still maintain-
ing some indenendence, begun its first tentative steps to synthesize
estern thought and technolog-j into its existing Islamic cu].ture.
However, the combination of internal inefficiency and outside
aggression would not permit the realization of such changes from
within. Sti__l, the establishment of the French Protectorate in
Tunisia, like the British occupation of Egt in the following year,
can be considered more justly the continuation and intensification
of modernization, rather than its beginning@

The main features of the pre-Protectorate phase of
modernization in Tunisia are linked with the reforming, zeal of one
Khayr al Din Pasha, a Mamluk of Circassian origin whose various ser-
vices for the Beys of Tunis included that of Prime Minister from 1873
to 1877 (and later, after falling out of favor with the Bey of Tunis
he served for just under a year as Grand Vizier in Constantinople).
His plans for adaDtin kestern technology to the Islamic heritage
are best s}bolized and realized in the Sadiki College (in the
French sense, i.e., a secondary school) founded in 187 and still
in existence. (The school was financed by the revenues from the
confiscated properties of the form2r Prime Minister, Mustafa Khaznadar,
who was also Khayr al Din’ s father-in-law. )

This school represented a cautious marriage of old and new,
indigenous and alien. Its some 150 students were guided by l teach-
ers of .Arabic and Qur’anic studies as onposed to only 13 teaching all
other subjects. In fact, each student received a frm grounding in
Arabic and Islamic studies before even beginning the modern subjects,
for, as the beylical decree establishing the school made clear, this
was to be au Islamic school designed "...to teach the Qur’an, writ-
ing ad useful knowledge, i.e. juridical sciences, foreign languages
and the rational sciences which might be of use to Muslims, being
at the same time not contrary to the faith. The professors must
inculcate in the students love of the faith by showing them its
beauties and excellence, in telling them the deeds of the Prophet,
the miracles accomlished by him, the virtues of holy men..."
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SADIKI COLLEGE THE CAUTIOUS BEGINNING OF A SOCIAL REVOLUTION

Aside from the Sadiki College and an earlier short-lived
Polytechnic School for Army officers, Tunisian education for Muslims
consiste4 solely of the traditional kuttab education, or small schools
usually attached to mosques teaching the Qur’an by rote. From these
kuttab schools, brighter students .might make their way to the univer-osque of Zitouna for higher Islamic studies. The Zitouna mosque
with its regional annexes accounted for, at most, a few hundred students
committing to memory a fossilized curriculum which prepared one (and at
that poorly) only for a position as imam or qad___ in the shari’a courts.
Even here, the gusts of change had be- in the era of the Khayr al
Dirt’s reforms. In 187, a beylical decree for the first time regulated
studies in Zitouna and its annexes. For the first time, textbooks were
prescribed and "modern" studies (optional) introduced--arithmetic,
geometry, architecture, astronoB., and history and geography of the Arabs.
However, hhis change was not quite so revolutionary as it might seem at
first blush--we can see already the fateful oattern of Zitouni policy of
change: too little ar. too late--for the most recent of the "modern"
texts was over three centuries old.
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This, then, was the extent of educational facilities avail-
able to native Tunislans in the seventh decade of the last century.
It is not even necessary to mention in this context the activities
of missionary and lay schools of European origin. Their efforts
reached only the European and Tunisian Jewish communities. In 1853
for exnple, two schools run by the Frres de la Doctrine Chrtienne
numbered 287 students including 27 French, 81 Italians, 118 Maltese,
46 Jews, and tw__2o Muslims. nd in 1880 three such European
schools had a total of 465 students of which four were "rabs". In
short, the idea of modernization had taken hold "at the top" and modest
changes were in the offing, but the mass education (or lack of same)
remained as it had been for centuries.

The immediate impact of the French Protectorate in the field
of native education was rgligible. The French authoritie s, concerned
with the embarrassing number of Italians in Tunisia concentrated on
schemes for French colonization. The idea of spreading French culture
among the indignes hardly existed. Nor was this inconsistent with the
mentality of the times. This was, after aR1, the classic period of
imperialism and the concept of "mission" or "stewardship" even where
active did not automatically embrace the social services taken almost
for grared 70 years later. Recall that t total number of Algerian
Muslim children in primary school in 1892, after 60 years of French
control, was only 11,409.

In fact, French educational policy in Tunisia maintaired
almost to the end this mentality of considering. "Tunisia" in terms of
its European colonizers (never exceeding 8% of the total) with the
indignes coming in a very poor, at times almost forgotten, second.
A real change and a keen awareness of the glaring idequacies of the
native education came, as has been noted, only after the Second World
War. By that time, however, the pattern had been set, and the whole
chain of events leading to independence was not to be reversed.

This blanket qualification of French educational efforts in
Tunisia is, of course, grossly unfair to several score enlightened and
dedicated Frenchmen who devoted their lives to education in this country
and whose work serves often as a basis of what is best to this day.
Nevertheless, as a general statement of the whole complex making up the
French Protectorate (and here must be added such ingredients as atten-
dance statistics, budgetary information, land and colonization policies,
statements of representative colonists regarding the indigues, even
personalities of residents), it is, I sincerely believe, au eminently
fair appraisal.

In any case, a French educator in Tunisia with no apparent
axe to gind could observe in 1949 that "two great tendencies seem to
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to have presided over the erection of schools and the development
of school enrollHnt: the concern of the authorities to assure
the maximum instruction of French children, and the necessity to
olau by priority the more imoortant population centers for .school
building." *

The French legacy in education can most readily be
explained in terms of the three-way educational system deplored
by Messadi (see above page l). There was, first, French education
Integrated completely into te system of metropolitan France. In
19%h, the next to last yar of the Protectorate, the figures for
prinmry education (which, for rather technical reasons, gives the
most clear-cut example ) in completely French education were:

Nmnber of Students
French 29,Old
Tunisian Muslim: 14,525
Tunisian Jew: 12,184
Italian: 2,987
Maltese 285
Others 290

Total 59,28

Or, roughly one student in four in the completely French system
was a Tunisian Muslim, (the average for any ten-year period would
be, of course, much lower).

Second was the "assimilated" Tstem, called in the pri-
mary grades "Franco-Arab". (For secondary, it was usually termed
"modern" or the "Sadiki t3e". Here the figures for the sme
year, 1954, were

French: 467
Tunisian Muslim: 125,030
nisian Jew: 223
Italian: 74
Maltese 5
Others : 60

"La Scola risation de la Tunisie et le Milieu* Jean Poncet,
" fmaine Pedagogique, (being the proceedings ofSocial,

a conference organized by the Direction de l’Instruction
Publ ique in Tunisia), April 1949 it mi--ght -e Ote-d that
this conference was itself symbolic of the "new look" in
French educational policy durir., the last years of the
Protectorate.
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In the Franco-Arab schools the language of instruction was divided
between French ar Arabic on a roughly P/3 I/3 basis. The
schools were avowedly lower in standards than the French schools
(where no Arabic was taught), but to compensate the Tunisian Muslim
was able to get some training in his native language and culture.

The third major category, the Zitouna type of education,
was left virtually untouched by the French authorities. Some Tuni-
sians might want to see in this both a Machiavellian policy of
divide (into divergent educational systems) and rule, and a desir
to foster hhe obsolete segment of Tunisian education so the Tunisian
will not "catch up" with the .European. The truth seems to be much
simpler. The French had their hands full with their own plans in
other fields, and tPere seemed to beevery justification for taking a
stand iu principle against interfering in religious matters. If this
policy also gave some marginal short-run political benefits...tant
mieux. As a result, the Zitouna complex was marked by two major
trends during the Protectorate: (a) sporadic, but .never quite suc-
cessful, attempts at reform from within (usually the student body)
such as in the 19O’s and 19hO’s leading even to a student strike in
lh7 based on demands for better physical facilities, foreign lan-
guage instruction, and equal job opportunities for Zitouna graduates;
and (b) a rather impressive growth in total enrollment. The number
in attendance at Zitouna is estimated to have increased almost ten-
fold from 1931 to 19%1. This "empire-building",on t part of the
ulema, in no way matched by a concommitant growth in quality, was
always deplored by the nationalist elite, but they were to some extent
hoisted ontheir own petard duri.ng the Protectorate period since oreof
the main points of their argument was the French neglect of Arabic
and Islamic studies.

A hybrid type of primary school not mentioned in Messadi’s
three-way classification deserves mention. This was the "modern
Qur’anic school" desigrd to modernize the traditional kuttab system
by adopting many of the techniques of modern pedagogy wile t the
same time maintaining Arabic as the language of instruction and con-
tinning full emphasis on Islamic studies. This type of school which
resulted from native Tunisian efforts solely (as will be seen later)
remained basically private in character to the end, being financed by
private subscriptions and habus funds (charitable foundations--the

of the Eastern-Arab wor- to which in later years was added some
governmental assistance and supervision. At the end of the Protectorate
period these schools had a total enrollment of 35,000 or about 1 student
for every four in the Governmental Franco-Arab primary school.

The social result of this complicated and diverse educational
system was (I) a level of school attendance and a standard of perfor-
mance among the European community comparing favorably with metropoli-
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tan France, (2) an almost equally good record among the Tunisian Jewish
community* educated also almost exclusively in the French schools, (3)
and finally a modern education available to only a handful of Tunisian
Muslims who made up over 90% of the total population.

During the eriod the Tunisian Muslim who wanted a thorough-
ly modern educatlou but ho did not relish the thought of becoming one of
Marshall Lyautey’s "lOO million Frenchmen", found his ideal in the Sidikl
College which, in fact, set the pattern for modern Tunisian education
(as opposed to French education in Tunisia).

Reserved for Tunisian Muslims, most of whom entered by com-
petitive examination, this single school with a total student population
never rising far above 700 served as the training ground for the indigen-
ous Tunisian leadership from the turn of the century to the present day.
Its alumni include President Bourguiba and 8 of the ll members of the pre-
sent cabinet. Two other cabinet members who were not students at Sadiki
later taught there. One must continually make a few mental austments
and recall the paucity of modern education available to Tunisians during all
of this long period in order to appreciate fully how one small secondary
school could exert that much influence and serve as the focus for so much
intellectual and political activity. It is perhaps helpful in this res-
pect to draw comparisons with the early, formative years of the American
University of Beirut or with Gordon Memorial College in Khartoum, Sudan.

If the Sadiki College represented an attempt to bring Some
of Tunisian and Arabic culture into modern, Westernized education, then
the Khalduniya represented a parallel attempt t o blend some modern methods

, The Tunisian Jewish community is an interesting subject of study
deserving more attention than can be given here. There is almost
no Zionism among Tunisian Jews, and on the other hand Tunisian of-
ficial governmental policy is one of thoroughgoing racial and re-
ligious toleration. Public sentiment is not far behind this official
policy. There is no more anti-Jewish sentiment than exists in cer-
tain quarters in our on country. This haopy state of affairs for
an Arab country is, deservedly, fairly wel known.. It is even more
extraordinary in the light of recent history, for the large majority
of Tunisian Jews welcomed the French Protectorate and adopted French
language and culture. Many can no longer speak Arabic, and as many
as could took French citizenship. As noted ,Tunisian Jews were edu-
cated almost exclusively in French schools: even the schools of the
Alliance Israelite had a completely French curriculum with the sole
ifference 0f an additional program of Hebraic studies. These
schools, under the Protectorate, were largely financed by the Tunisi-
an government. They are now in the process of being. "nationalized"
(i.e. open to all students and the same curriculum as in other pub-
lic schools), a source of muted discontent among Tunisian Jews.
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and subjects into the Zitouni education. The Khalduniya, taking its
name from the famous 14th Century Arab historian, Ibn Khaldun, was estab-
lished in 1895 by a few reform-minded Tunisian Muslims for the purpose
of giving Zitouna students some background in modern studies. Firming
little official response from the Zitouna leadership, the Khalduniya
(which, interestingly, did get the warm su.nport of the French Resident,
Rene Millet) was obliged to give off-hour instruction in foreign languages
and mode rn studies on a comple rely voluntary ba sis t o interested 7touna
students.

"Khalduniya" (again in a manner similar to its counter-part,
the Sadiki) soon became a cover term to describe the activities of a self-
help movement among., native Tunisians, activities of ich the modest ad-
junct to the Zitouna mosque was mrely the most striking, example. (The
measerness of numbers involved in these "historic" institutions is again
worthy of note the average number of students atendi ng tb2 Khalduniya
in 1901 was 99; in 1905 only 156. ) This movement included the establish--
ment of small libraries and lecture rooms catering to the needs of the
upper working class; an attempt to break the Jewish monopoly in local
small indusbries; an interesting attempt at a kind of experimental and
training farm for native farmers; anti the beginnings of the so-called
"modern Quranic-schools" mentioned above.

This movement served, in fact, as the chrysalis of the Tunisi-
an nationalist movement, and the names of the early leaders .Bashir Sfar,
Ali Bash Hamba and Shaykh al Ta’albi all figure nromir2ntly. The Khal-
duniya can hardly be over-estimated, but at +he same time it is imoortant
o stop short of the idealized version hich sees arising from the Khalduniya
a free alliauce of we equal and former rival forces Islamic traditionalism
and modern secularism--who henceforth nrched arm in arm toward the single
oal of national self-determination. The Khalduniya (both the specific
institution and the mo general activities embraced by this name) did serve
to pave the way for an acceptance by traditionalist bourgeoisie and urban
workers of modern, secular deas; and to this extent it was a necessary
forerunner of the Neo-Destour of the 1930’s. However, it must be remembered
that from the beginning the Khalduniya received support from only a haudful
of the Zitouna ulema; it was never able to realize a permanent radical change
in orientation of the old university.mosque. Its leadership represented for
the most part (Shaykh al Taalbi is here an important exception) sn enlight-
ened group inteut on achieving their aims by "going to hhe people" rather
than a group arising from within the people to be reformed. In short, the
Khalduniya had a shct brilliaut career which strongly marked Tunisia’s
future orientation| but by the time it came to an end in the 1940’s it was a
spent force, while on the other hand the orientation represented by Sadiki
College continued to growembracing virtually all of the rising young Tunisi-
an elite. This state of affairs can be followed and corroborated by a study
of the break-away by Habib Bourguiba and his colleagues in 1934 from the old
Destour to found the thorough-going modernist and secular Neo-Destour. In
fact, a sociological study of the origins and cultural background of those
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forming the New Destour and of the leadership remaiDing with the old Destour
would bring out in bold relief the double theme of a clash of the settled
old generation against the rising new one (common to all cultures) plus at

the sane time %he aharp break in cultural orientation of the two genera-
tions. However, this can only e suggested at this time lest we stray
too far from the restricted topic of Tunisian education.

These then were
the main lines inherited
by the new Tunisian gov-
ernment iu 19%6 after
75 years of the French Pro-
tectorate and a pre-
Protectorate germration
of cautious beginnings
in modernization: not

much education of any
kind; and then, to compound
the problem, the existence

of a French school system
peopled by Europeans and
a handful of Tunlsians;

the Sadlklya type assim-
ilated and "Franco-Arab"
schools; and the archaic
ZAytouna system whose
prestige had declined,
possibly beyond redemp-
tion.

In its first two
years of independence
the Tunisian government
moved energetically but
cautiously. Impressive
increases in school atten-
dance was recorded, but
education continued basic-
ally within the existing
framework. This was a
wise policy. The obvious
reaction in the first
flush of independence
would have been to propose
changes too sweeping for
existing personnel and
facilities; and at the
same time, what might have
seemed to outsiders as
radical and somewhat
irresponsible oolicie S
would have discouraged foreign ZITOIA MOSQUE "largement d4pass4"
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teachers who will be needed in increasing nubers for at least another
decade.

Again, that great exceotion- Zitouna. To describe the first
two years as cautious mig,.ht seem a poor joke to a Muslim traditionalist,
for radical changes were made in the Zitouna system in pril 196. ll
of the old armexes of the Zitouna Mosque were integrated into the second-
ary system of national education. The university mosque itself became
a .public institution with a "civil personality" uder a shaykh rector
who is nominated by decree an. responsible to -the Minister of Education.
The university mosque teaches two major categories of studies: Arabic
language aul literature, and juridicial and religious sciences. In
short, Zitouna is no longer a "system"; and the remaining university
mosque is under considerable pressure to become a modern facult@ within
the new Tunisian University. However, the teaching staffo,touna
and. in eneral. the religious le_adershio of similar backround had
fallen into such low esteem that changes which mght have caused
no end of conflict in other ArsD or Islamic countries went into effect
in Tunisian with hardly a murmur of protest.

This state of affairs deserves a few further explanatory re-
marks since it is essential background to an urAerstanding of the cul-
tural outlook of today’s leadership iu Tunisia. The declire in status
of the orthodox religious group can be traced in Tunisia to three inter-
related factors:

I. As is the case in large measure in most other Arabic and
Islamic countries the religious leadership remains in the hands of a rigid
orthodoxy who do not have the capacity and who by training would abhor the
atempt to "rethink" and adjust their theology to the daily problems of the
modern world. This group have, in short, forfeited that role vital to any
"clergy" that of being the conscience of the community, often soHewhat
behind tb2 times, possibly at times even a bit ahead, but at least in touch
with and talking the same language of those in the community worried about
and trying to adj ust the actual to the ideal.. The religious leade2ship further had the bad luck to get
tself dentifed with the old Destour and forces opposing the Neo-Destour,
and even in some cases they were linked wlth the French (e.g.,the Sha__n
al Islam was on the committee under whose patronage the Eucharistic Congress
a- Carth-age was held in 131, and Islamic fatwas (advisory judgments) were
never lacking to condore or pave the way fo change in ?rench policy).
Here the contrast with the eastern part of the Arab world is striking. The
MuslJn Brethren might well be accused of obscurantism, of a myopic view of
the real world in addition to many other shortcomings, but their "nationalist"
record of consistent opposition to the foreign occupying power was always
beyond reproach. Even the "complaisant" ulema of the era of British and
French dominion in that part of the worlda--ys managed to maintain soe
force, bargaining power an__d res_pect vis-a-vis the ruling., infidels.

3. Finally (and this is both a result and extension of the
above two factors) the vicious circle of declining job opportunities to
Zitouna graduates in the modern age leading..., to declinir, prestige and thus



the impossibility of inducing the better qualified candidates to
consider a Zitouna education virtually eliminated te chance that
the university mosque could reform itself. As a perceptive observer
noted of these studen in 1951, they "are no longer those of a cen-
tury ago. fle sons of good families (not excepting those of the
ue m_.a), the children of the bourgeoisie and even of urban workers
move en masse toward modern education. .What remains to .e.ople the
Grand Mosque and its annexes? Those who have not been able to find
a place in he modern schools or who have no done well (about a
thousar holders of the certificat d’@tudes who have not gained
places in he secondary sco01s and Who donor want technical edu-
cation), and the bedouin who still have faith in the value of
Zitouni diplomas. In sum, the frustrated students, intellectually
and materiall.."*

Zitouna is rapidly withering on the vine. Since the forced
retirement f its last rector--Tahar bin Ashur, who refused to condone
Bourguiba’s proposal that the (holy war) aainst Doverty justi-
fied breaking the Muslim fast in the month of Ramadan, no steps
have been taken to appoint a new one; and the considerable inefficiency
and disorganization always endemic wit Zitouna is now compounded by
that arising from despair and disi_lusion. The government line fixed
on several occasions by Bourguiba is to praise Zitouna for the role
it played in resisnce to frenchification by preserving: the Arabic
and Islamic heritage, but to follow this praise with the observation
that resistance is no longer needed as independence has been achieved.
Zitouna is now pass. Among the aim of independence, according to
the official "L’Enseignement en Tunisie" in le Documentation Tunisien
was to "aborder l’unification d’abord adminirative, Dui-s, de
de vue culturelle de l’enseignement zeitounien, largement_ dpas
(emphasis added) et de l’enseignement gnral."-Now could anybhing
approaching .he old sstem be revived assuming some revolutionary
change in policy in the next few years Of the .many Zitouna annexes
which used to give the traditional equivalent of a secondary school
preparation fr later entry into the university mosque, there remains
only the Ibn Khaldun school (even the name is significant) designed to
let students who began their traditional studies before the charges
finish their studies in something resembling, the old way. The school
with a population of 1800 last ar is down to 1350 this ear and
expects to close its doors in nother four. The remarks of this
school’s director, Alarbi al Nebi, might serve to epitomize te "line"
or better, the last ditch stand, of the diminishing traditionalists.
With considerable circumspection and after persistent ,orodding, he
ventured to me the following summary: No one disputes the goal of
unification in education lthough there are some who would lik to
see greater emphasis giveu religious studies in the new unified edu-
cation. The"uationalizatiou" of al Zitouna is acceptable since it

---qenry de-MontZy, ’Revolution Modeste a l,iverit4 es Z1ou-",
’Afrique et L’Asi, #13, 1951
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is--unlike AI Azhar--and has always been a national Tunisian insti-
tut ion (or a most a Maghribi institution) serving the rm eds of this
area. He was a little more revealing of hat were probably his real
sentiments in urging me to see many people from all sides (and not
just those in official positions) in order to get a proper perspec-
tive of the Tunisian views on this subject of education. He also
expressed the desire to see more Tunisian students study in the
eastern Arab world as wel as more professors from t hose countries
come to Tunisia to teach.*

By 1958, the time was ripe for an ambitious long-range edu-
cational program. The .itouna problem was virtually out of the way;
two years of independent government had given t Pe new leaders a chance
to know intimately the problems and prospects; and enough time had
lapsed since independence o avoid the sigma of having taken precipi-
tat unplanned action.

These first two years also showed that yeoman efforts along
the previous lines would not be enough. As ith so many newly inde-
pendent countries (i.e. he almost overwhelming combination of an
under-developed economy making, for limited budgetary possibilities,
a high rate of natural increase in population, and a woefully low
level of literacy and education as a starting point ) Tunisia found it
had-to run ha even to stand still and keep its present low pro-
portion of educated o otal population. With a birthrate of 41 per
I,OOO** Tunisia could expect an average annual increase of about
15,000 primary school age children (6 to 14). Thus, an annual increase
in school attendance of 15,000 would be essential merely to mmintain
the present low standard. Over and above this annual demand loomed
the challenge of some 530,000 children of primary school age (or two
out of every .three in 1958) denrived of any chance to get an education.
That is to say, with an annual increase of primary school attendance
of 20,000 (which would be for 1958 an impressive 8% increase), it would
requireapproximatev 106 years to achieve universal r-_ma_r educabion
in Tunisia. This, it should be stressed, is to consider primary
education.

*The Director’s doorkeeper, after showing surprise to find himself
addressed in Arabic, immediately asked if I were Russian.

One of the largest in the world. Compare the following:

16 per 1,000 England
18 per I,O00 Italy
20 per I,000 France
36 per l, 000 Brazil
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The government’s attempt to increase school enrollment
thout changir: in substance the s’stem inherited from the days
of the Protectorate (excepting the Zitouna system already noted)
had been impressive. In two years the total oriry school popu-
lation had risen from over 180,000 to 6%,000. fortunately,
there was no chance of maiutaining this rate of increase or of
even approaching it under the existing system. The reded annual
increase iu teachers would not be available for over a decade, and
the ooint of saturation had beeu reached in the prospect of recruit-
ing fore ign almos t all French) teachers.

In addition, the government could not continue to ignore
its id4e fixe of a unified educational system, and to the extent
that one postponed that goal while increasing school attendance
one merely compounded the problem.

It was time for a breakthrough by mid-19%8. After a com-
mittee of education experts guided by. Mahmud Messadi had worked out
the sin line, President Bourguiba announced the ten-ear educational
reform at the cmmencemt exercises of Sadiki College in Jur 198.
With his usual good sense of the proper gesture at the right time,
the President had chosen as the site for announcing the government’s
plan the very school which he himself had entered just %O years
earlier.

LEFT TO RIGHT MINISTER OF EDUCATION MAH[D MESSADI
AND HIS CHEF DE CABINF,T TAYIB TRIKI.



Messadi, as Minister of Education, gave more details a
few weeks later. The question of a unified educational system was
embraced wholeheartedly and without resort to any trausitioual phases.
Henceforth the Tunisian education system was to be as uniform
centrally coordinated as that of France itself, perhaps the acme of
standardized uniform education.

Universal primary education was to be achieved in I0 years,
after which time it would become compulsory. This average annual
increase in primary school enrollment of just over %0,000 would be
achieved, inter alia, by two dramatic revisions which may well be
long argued and possibly even deplored by many a pedagogue, but to
this writer seem just the right balance of realism and idealism:

I. Forj the first two years of school, there
will be two shifts of students, each at-
tending for one-half day or a total 15
hours instruction per ek.

The seventh ar of primary education
will be eliminated.

By these measures alone the poteutia! primary school enrollment can
be increased by almost 30%, but these innovations are accompanied with
an lutensive program of accelerated school building aud teacher recruit-
ment.

In a sense these two measures can be viewed as the sacrifice
(in possible total over-all efficiency) deemed necessary to make the
goal of universal primary education fasible. When one considers t
dangerous possibilities inhe rent in any society haing a small educat-
ed minority shoulder to shoulder with a vast majority completely un-
lettered, the choice seems obvious. It was essential that a large
number of people who had lived until that tim on the vague promise of
better days hen and if independent, now be given a stake in society
by seeing their children obtain a modern education. From another view-
point, to be blunt, Tunisia ( as almost every newly independent country)
is in greater need for wo mediocre doctors than for one good one
and the same holds true rjght down the line of professions and
crafts.

As for the vexing question of language of instruction, the
reform took a line hich, hile giving Arabic a slight primacy, seems
at the same time to commit Tunisia to a practical biliugulism of
Arabic and French. The first two yars of instruction are given
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solely in Arabic, but after that time French predominates as the fol-
ling table shows :*

Numbe fHours _pe wee
Arabic French

Ist year 15
2nd " 15
3rd " IO 15
4th " I0 15
5th " I0 15
6th " IO 15

Total 7-"6- 0

In secondary education the language of instruction (barring
one or two exceptions such as the Ibn Khaldun school mentioned above) is
just as it was under the Protectorate French in everything except the

"civic and religious studies" (one hour erteaching of Arabic language,
week for the first three years), and the study of Islamic tholht (noto
taken by most students). In short, a little under one third of the total
secondary instruction is given in Arabic. Tunisian officials, urderstand-
ably, soft-pedal this fact which the shortage of trained Arabic-speaking
teachers makes Inevitable,in the short run at least. Every possible de-
tail concerning the language of instruction in primary school (where a
great change has been made) is available, but one .will look in vain for
any such breakdown in official publications dealing with secondary educa-
tion. It was also somewhat frustrating trying to get a true picture of
this situation from Ministry officials, and only chef de cabinet Tayib
Triki was finally willing to offer a blunt, direct answer. He insisted
that the ultimate goal was IOO education in rabic, but he would not
even hazard a guess of what tb2 ratio of the two languages of instruction
might be at the end of the lO year reform program in 1969.

So much for the language problem. Secondary education itself
is now of two types: either an intermediate education lasting only three
years or a preparatory education of six years duration. The former is
designed to give a more practical and "trade-school" training to those
who will not be going on to higher studies, while the latter follows the
traditional preparatory school pattern with, however, considerably
greater emphasis on the natural sciences. Competitive exams at the end
of the primary education decide which type secondary education (if
either) the student will enter. The separation of the secondary sheep

* Cf M. Messadi in La Figar 3 Nov. 1959, "Nous avons engage notre
pays dans un bilinisme de fait. Nous desirons conserve route son
importance a votre culture francaise. II depend de la France que
ceci reussisse ou echoue." (i.e. in providing sufficient teachers.)
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from the intermediate goats at the tender age of 13 or I seems a
little harsh, but the principle is recognize8 that a student who later
does especially well in intermediate education can be considered for
transfer to the secondary. In any case the Tunisian problem is such at
this juncture that it must be tackled by a srt of statistical morality
without too much concern for occasional individual hardships. Also,

the real personal hardship is
felt by those students who barely
fail to get in either type of
secondary school; for even at the
end of the lO year reform program
only one out of ever7 three pri-
mary school graduatswill be able
to continue iu either terminal
intermediate or secondary education.
The policy must be to "save the
.maximum number of potential in-
tellectuals, recognizing that
for a time many will go unschool-
ed." *

The six year secondary ed-
ucation offers three options to
thg students, to be chosen at
the end of the first hree years:
(a) a general course of studies,
(b) technical (mainly aiming to-
ward engineering), and (c) oom-
mercial and economic studie s.
It is planned that the proportion
of students taking each option
should be respectively 50%,
30% and 20%. This sharp move away
from classical and liberal arts
studies, the early specialization,
and the planned heavy increase in
graduates with considerable techni-
cal knowledge is bold indeed for a
country with Tunisia’ s present
economic develoent. Whatever
else can be said the re should be
no shortage of candidates to

PRESIDENT BOURGUIBA INSPECTING
A NEW. TECHNICAL SCHOOL

W ,,L,’Enseignemen Tunisien a la’
vei]/e de la reforms,"
L_’ctio_, lh July 198.
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carry out this new approach--of 200 students recently auplying for
government scholrships, 63% expressed a preference for higher studies
in the natural sciences. Only 20% opted for law, and 17% for

Created also with the Reom program was an 0fice.Ped_-
gique_ (Diwan al Tarbiya). In addition to all the tasks which the
na might imply (assist in work out a uniform curriculum, publish
a journal keeping instructors up to date on problems and new develop-
nts in education, etc.) this ofice has the assignment of supervis-
ing the writing and publication of appropriate textbooks. t th time
of independence, Tunisian education relied mainly on foreign textbooks--
all French for istruction given in French; Egyptian or Lebanese for
instruction in rablc. Obviously an educatiorml declaration of inde-
pendence from bot sources is an importar ultimate aim for the Tunisian
leadership, but an excess of eal in such a program could easily lead to
a rapid decline in standards. This has been avoided to date. Most o the
Office PedaoiRue books published thus far are either selections of
-exts- for--’ue i eaching Arabic and French or history and geography
books closely following previously Used texts. The ery fact that Tunisia
needs to free itself from both French and Egyptian textbook domination
probably facilitated the middle way. (It is interesting to speculate
how much pressure would exist for more Arabic teachers and textbooks
from Egypt if Abd al Nasir had taken a more subtle line in relations
with Tunisia in the last four years. )

Th2 publication of native textbooks reaps other benefits for
a country straining every budgetary nerve to finance an intensive edu-
cational program. The Offic Pedagoglque books will be published and
distributed directly by the Ministry to students without the intermediary
of the bookdealers. As a result foreign books now costing three to six
dollars will be replaced by books costing about %0. The goverrmnt
should be able to put to other uses the roughly ,000 dinars (one dinar.
equals $.hO) used last year to provide textbooks for poor students, and
in human terms scores of family crises over how to pay for Ahmad’s or
Fatima’s books will be solved. Having been in the various bookshops of
Tunis at the time of the return to school, I lived with this problem
while waiting my own turn iu the queue. It was touching to see small
children (boys and girls) handing over iu return fc bright, new French
and Egyptian textbooks sums of money which might well represent more
than a week’s wages to their father, or even (not unlikely with chronic
underemplonent) the diminishing saving..s of a family having no one gain-
fully employed at the moment. Or2 example will serve for all. An il-
literate workman hose clothes iudicated his peasant origins came into
the A1 Najah bookshop (located Just a few yards from the Zitouna Mosque)
clutching in his hand a grubby piece of lined paer on which was written
(by someone else, of course) the name of a textbook. The bookdealer with
the deftness of a bartender reached without looking to pick a book from
t shelves behind him, flicked it ou the couuter, ar barked out with the
arrogance of a gendarme, "dinar wa nus" ($3.60). The workman, astounded,
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fell automatically into the only world of trade he knew-- the bar-
gaining of the suq. "Surely the gentleman was oking an imposs-
ible asking pric--.., or perhaps you have something similar for less?"
It was all over. The bookdealer had already given the universal Arabic
sign of negative the head tossed back quickly with an accompanying
click of the tongue the book was back on the shelf, and several
small school children were eagerly swarming into the workman’s place to
make their purchases. (The workman’ s son may eventually have been one
of those to receive a free book after his teacher had ascertained by a
rough, informal "means test" that the family could not afford the pur-
chase, but i is ust as likely that the father, after consulting with
friends or with passers-by who would listen, spent every available franc
to buy the book fearing that without this "amulet" his son might not
be able to stay in school.)

The education reform, it has been stressed repeatedly, has
as its keynote national and cultural unity, and this idea of unity ex-
tends to both the sexes. There is great concern to achieve eventual
universal education for both boys and girls, aud as late as his press
conference in September of this year Messadi, while taking pride in the
increases in school attendance, went on to deplore the fact that only
27% of the girls of primry school ages (as against 57% of the boys)

OUTSIDE A ’GELS SCTOOL IN TUNIS. THE AIM-- VEILED, SECLIED,
AND IN SCHOOL.
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were attering school. He pledged increased efforts to close this gap.
Nor is this window-dressing. The Bourguiba government is dedicated to
the idea of bringing Tunisian Muslim women into full participation in
society; aud the President, himself, as a top leader of the Union Na-

"is the first feminist."--tionale des Fevers. Tunisiennes once said,

There remains, however, another form of disuni at present
about which it is unlikely that as much can be done. This is the dis-
parity of educational opportunity among the various sections of Tunisia.
With a national average of h3% of primary school age children actually in
school, the local averages vary all the way from 6% iu tPe gouvernorat
of Tunis to 17% in Kasserine. The breakdown by gouvernorat follows, as
might be expected, the indices of urbanization and economic development;
aud the central and southern part of the countz beiug more sparsely
populated and less endowed with uatural resources makes an especially
poor showing.

What then is to be done? When the problem is reduced to the
hard choice of spending a certain sum of money in urban area X and educat-
ing to children or the sae smount in rural area Y and educatin only
one, it is not so easy to insist on equal opoortunity to all regardless
of section. One can also take refuge in the population increase projec,
tion which ould foresee in 1966 a O% increase in the urban or semi-
urban population as against an expected 30% increase for the remainder.
The government policy after two years remaius firm. Each gouveruorat
is to have the same proportion of primary schools per total number of
school age children, and each gouvernorat is to have at least two large
lycees (one for each sex) in addition to other colleg’ y-the end of
the 10 year period. The following table should clarify both the present
disparity of educational opportunity and some of the steps already
taken:

Gpuvernora Populaton

I. Tunis 747,967
2. Sfax 338,268
3. Sousse 447,093
4. Bizerte 258,544
5. Cap Bon 240,353

Percentage.iof Lycees
Primary SChool under

Number of Primary Age Children Construc-
School Age children Actually in School tion

8,8oo 65%
76,700 56%
lO, eoo 5%
52,400 50%
55,oo

National Average
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TUNISIA

The figures shon in each gguwelrnorat reoresent the percentage of primary school
children actually in school-.---

The areas of greatest economic development are found in the gouvernoats of
Bizerte, Tunis and along the Sa_hel (coastal plain) of Cape Bbn--Sousse and



Percentage of Lycees
Primary School under

Number of Primary Age Children Con-
Gove_r0_a Populai_0n Schoo_lAEe..ChIdr_e Actually inScho! sructio

7. Oabes 176,002 40,800 39%
8. Kairouan 204,039 47,800 35%
9. Medenine 235,446 55,100 30%

I0. Souk el rba 196,113 43,700 30%
II. Beja 248,525 55,000 27%
12. Kef 265,502 58,4 2?%
13. Kasserine 164,395 37,600 17%

I have been unable to uncover accurate figures for total school construc-
tion by go_uernorat (although projections for the entire 1959-69 period
are available ), and therefore have resorted to the index of grand lycees
under construction. This is, of course, merely a rough indicator of pro-
gressin primary education, but in any case the existence of a lycee will
tend to force the creation of primary schools. It is significant to note
that four lycees are under construction iu gouvernorats with school atten-
dance below the national average to only o in a gouvernorat above that aver-
age (at Monastir, the home town of Habib Bourguiba). Even with hhis progress
to date it remains certain that the educational reform program is most like-
ly to break down in later years iu these sparsely populated and underdevelop-
ed gouvernorats. (The French 20 year reform progran planned for 1949-69,
for example, aimed for universal primary education only in the urban and
semi-urban areas and for attendance of roughly two-thirds of the total
primary school age children in the other parts of hhe country.) One might
even predict that hen the critical point is reached the responsible
officials will opt for letting natural migration, from poorer to richer
regions, or the results of economic development in a certain region de-
termine the location of school development rather than a strict adherence
to the original plan.

At the peak of the educational pyramid ill be the University
of Tunis (officially in existence since March 1960). Up to the present
time this university is little more than a regrouping of various existing
institutions under one administration, e.g. !n_si_t_ut_ _des Hautes Etudes,
Zitouna Mosque/University (embracing oni. the igher t-ies ’an-
the secondary studies now "nationalized" as already noted), the Ecole
Normale Superieure, etc. In fact most of these institutions remain at
their 01.’d locations, and many of Pe other aspects of unification have yet
to be completed. In one sense it is recognized in principle that the real
growth of the university can and should only be realized as the products
of the present primary and secondary reform reach college age (only after
1964). Still there has been an impressive advance in university attendance
since independence. The Institut des Hautes Etudes (the nucleus of the new
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university all other branches such as the Ecole Normale, the Agri-
cultural school, etc. being specialized departments) numbered in I%6
only 362 Tunisian Muslims (h of whom were women). the school year
1959-60 the number of Muslim Tunisians had jumoed to 955 men and 146
women. Even more impressive was the change in emphasis to natural
sciences as seen by the following table:

unisian Muslims. At.te.n.di’ng_ _the= _Insti_tu des Hautes Etude_s*

Literature and
Humanities Natural Sciences

1956 94 III

Law Total

66 212
III 316
263 lO84

Even with this impressive increase Tunisians getting their
:higher education abroad exceed the locally educated by about 3 to 2.
There ere in 1959 an estimated 1500 Tunisians pursuing higher studies
in Frar2e and about IO0 in Iraq and Lebanon. This should be compared
with the situation in 1956 when there were some 500 in France and about
200 in the Near East. Again, it is interesting to speculate
If Egyptian-Tunisian relations had been marked by cooperation rater
than rivalry, how many students would now be getting an education in
the Arab East with just what effect on future cultural orientation?

in any case the University of Tunis will grow according
to present plans in stages consistent with the remainder of the re-
form program, amd the inspiration will not come from the East. The

----I of’the above nmber concerni the Tunisian MUsV-enroilment at
the Institut des Hautes Etudes are an exaggeration of possibility as
high as 35%Othe-aca’-l. This inaccuracy arises from the fact
that the figures give a total number of degree candidate_ ut there
are three types of degrees available in this transitional riod--
Tunisian, French, and joint Tunisian/French). Many students take the
examinations for more than one type of degree in their field. This
is probably especially the case with Tunisian Muslims, for presum-
ably French citizen would be satisfied with the French degree. Ac-
curate figures for the total numbers of Tunisian Muslims enrolled
at the Institut are apparently not available. Official Ministry
of EducBtion=figures (aS should indeed be the case) give no informa-
tion on nationality or religion of the students.
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following statement taken from an official Ministry of Education report
entitled "Study of the Creation of the Tunisian University" seems almost
to go out of its way to make that point clear:

"The example of certain young universities created in
the last forty years in various countries formerly
dependent or underdeveloped, notably in hhe countries
of the Arab Near East, demonstrates that a University
hich is not sufficiently concerned with research
rapidly becomes a teaching institution, the level of
which approaches some sort of complementary second-
ary education."

Two years have now passed since the beginning of the I0
year educational reform. How does .performance compare with the plan?
Statistically things look good although not quite up to hhe mark set.
The oroposed Hrimary enrollment for 199-60 and 1960-61 were respective-
ly 373,000 and 8,000. In 19%9-60 the actual enrollment was only
362,000 and the expected 1960-61 enrollment (statistics are not yet
available), will be in the neighborhood of hl2,000. At this rate the
aim of universal primary education would probably not be reached for at
least 12 instead of lO years. However, this is hardly a severe criticism
if the upward soiral can be maintained if Only at a slightly reduced rate.
Ee terminal intermediate and secorary education enrollment, on the other
hand, are both slightly ahead of plan.

As for the budgetary possibilities of such a program, one
is loose in a field of variables. Some points are clear. Gladstonian
principles of flnaucing the plan is unfeasible. Involved is au estimated
increase in the annual budget from 21,360000 in 199-60 to $%8,320,000
in 1968-69 not to mention a budding program of over ,12 million over
the ten year period. Education already absorbs 17% of the total budget.
Implementation will in ar case require a considerable amount of foreign
aid more perhaps than the Tunisians would like to think, or admit.
But essentially the educational reform is linked intimately with hopeful
plans for rapid economic development. "A policy of reduced or slow school
attendance implies a choice of underdevelopmeut or at least a resigned
attitude towards a permanent protraction of economic and social under-
development... (But the opposite policy can) help carry out success-
fully ay plan of transformation of the economic and social structure of
the nation.* Educational reform and economic development each depends

From the Ministr ’s announcement of the Reform Plan entitled Perspec-
tive Icennale de Scolarisation.
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on the other. If the latter fails, no politically conceivable amount of
foreign aid could make up the budgetary deficit; and in any case the
increasing number of rained "cadres" could not be absorbed in the lagg-
ing economy. If educational reform falls shor of the mark the economic
olans fail for lack of necessary trained personnel.

This is a not unfamiliar situation. It is the typical "ooer-
ation bootstrap" of underdeveloped countries, and under such circumstances
one must be a visionary, for to be completely practical and "realistic"
means to accept the Dresent unsatisfactor standards.

A word more about foreign aid. United States economic aid to
Tunisia in the field of education is now in its third year, and the aver-
age expenditure has been about two or three million dollars per year or a
total to date of aoproximately $7,O00,OOO (including ex.penditure to be
made the remainder of this fiscal year). This aid has gone almost exclu-
sively for assistance in the construction and equipment of schools, especial-
ly technical secomdary schools. U.S. officials have (wisely, I think)
shunned heavy commitments in other fields of education both in order to
avoid the introduction of yet smother educational system (and language, in
many cases) when the national theme here is "cultural uniy" and also to
keep on good terms with the French who are hypersensitive about others
efforts i their fornmr Protectorate.

Assuming U.S. aid in the same ratio for the full ten year period,
the total value of our aid in imolementing the 10 year program would be in
the neighborhood of $23,OOO,000. Since the estimated credits for new con-
struction and equipment in the Tunisian 10 .year reform program amount to
$122,OO,OOO or:

$31,0OO,OOO for primary education
16,8OO,0OO for terminal intermediate education
7,7OO,OO0 for secondary education

roughly one dollar out of every five for the total construction program
would come if the .resent situation were projected-- from U.S. aid.
This is to leave out of account completely the planned $2,OO,OOO U.S.
aid for construction an8 equipment of part of Tunisian University. Com-
parison here is not possible for the Tunisians have not prepared budget
estimates.

American aid, involving mainly credits, is potentially expend-
able. It is, in other words, politically possible that some other state,
or group of states might be willing to offer the same amount of aid; but
the French aid, in the short run at least, is absolutely vital not only
to realization of future goals but even to the maintenance of present
levels. This aid takes the form of just under 1,3OO teachers. By terms
of a cultural and technical cooperation agreement signed between Tunisia
and France in Aprillg9 (superseding an earlier agreement, and giving
somewhat better terms to Tunisia) the French government not only aids the
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Tunisian Ministry of, Education in recruiting needed personnel in France,
but also pays approximately hO% of the total salary and allowances grant-
ed teachers so recruited. Since the total average payment (salary and
allowances) to French teachers in Tunisia amounts to about 38% above the
total average payment to teachers iu metropolitan France, it works out
that the government of Tunisia is able to recruit French teachers at pre-
vailing French salary scales, while the French government makes up the
difference entailed by transportation, additional allowances, or in ef-
fect in the bonus payment which maes the arrangement sufficiently attrac-
tive to bring in the required numbers.

In short, for the school year 1959-60 there were (in addition
to 44 French teacbe rs iu higher education):

I in secondary schools or about one for every five native
Tunisians

94 in technical schools or about or for every eight native
Tunlsians

928 in primary schools or about one for every seven native
Tunisians.

Admittedly, 184 of the almost 1300 French teachers in Tunisian
national schools are not covered by the Frauco-Tunisiau ag2eement, having
been recruited directly by the Tunisian government (almost all of them in
primary education, and representing French citizens who already haHpeued to
be in Tunisia). However, if hhe political climate changed to such an ex-
tent that the French government felt disinclined to renew the agreemnt
(subject to annual renewal or renegotiation), then almost certainly mos
of t.e non-agreement French teachers would also begin. to Seave Tunisia.

In addition to the 1300 French teachers in the Tunisian nation-
al school system there are over 1400 teaching in the remaining French
schools in Tunisia. However, these teachers also make a real contribution
to Tunisia’s education needs giving primar and secondary education to
some 8,000 Tunisian Muslims and 6,500 Tunisian Jews as well as to 19,6OO
children with French citizenship. Thus, 4?% Of the ppils attending these
totally French-staffed and French--financed schools are Tunisian citizens.*

*According to M. Teyssier, Director of the Mission Universitarie et Cul-
turelle Francaise en unisie there are ove 3,006 ench-techer-iB--

t-hfTe-uce--be-g the increase for 1960-61 for which statis-
tics are not yet available), 6,000 iu Eorocco and only 3,000 in the rest
of the world including all of the former French colonies in Africa. This
gives au interesting indication of the importance France attaches to North
Africa.
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Even this number of French teachers must be increased if en-
rollment goals are to be rt, and for this school year the Tunisian govern-
nt was seeking an additional 7O. Only in the latter years of the reform
program can Tunisia begin to think of a gradual replacement of French by
trained ustive Tunisian teachers. This state of affairs is one of the many
which must be considered in understanding the Bourguiba policy vis-a-vis
France in sgite of the may sources of friction Algeria, the 1958 bomb-
ing of Sakiet Sidi Yusif, the Bizerte naval base, etc.

So much for the question of statistics, bude$, and foreign aid
in appraialng the progress to date. Of more importance really is the ques-
tion what sort of new Tunisian is being produced by this education? What
are the ingredients making, up this greatly prized "cultural unity" that in-
dependence has presumably made possible?

Certain trends can be picked up from hhe lists of studies
themselves. We hsve seen an almost equal division of instruction beten
Arabic and French in the primary grades, and virtually no change from the
Protectorate days as regards the language of instruction in the secondary
schools. This is, of course, iu large part dictated by necessity. One
must rely on French-speaking teachers for several yars to come. However,
what conclusions are to be drawn from the fact that "Quranic and moral
studies" in primary education average oe hour per week as against a week-
ly average of 3 hours for arithmetic, 7 hours for Arabic larage and
hours for French?

In secondary education he teaching of French language and
literature will take only slightly less time of hhe total schedule thaa
Arabic language and literature. Again, is it harsh reality or conscious
choice? The necessity of continuing to teach many subjects in French is
not disputed, but doesn’t this continued emphasis on the teac-ig--of--
French language and literature (an average of 5 hours out of 30 per week
for the first fo--yars aS gainst au average of six for Arabic) involve
a more deliberate choice?

Official publications have often noted the need to re-integrate
Islamic philosophy into independent Tunisia’s educational system. The of-
ficial program for secondary education lists in a single fascicule the
subject "Philosoohy and the Study of Islamic Thought." This sources intrigu-
ing a synthesis of Western philosophy and traditional Islamic studies?
No, the title is confusing. They are two completely different subjects
taught in the last year of general secondary education according to the
following., sched,e:

Hours per week (total of 30)

Degree_ Progr_am: Modern Letters C!asgical le_ttrs Science Ma_t Normale
Philosophy -- 7 h h 5
Study of Islamic

Thought 3 1 1
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Further, lest one have the idea that erhaps some Zitouna
thinking has been able to carve out for itself a small niche in the new,
unified secondary education, note should be taken of the following remark
explainir the general aims of the program (translated from the Arabic
the program for Islamic thougcovers 10 pages in Arabic; that for Phil-
osophy 2P pages in French):

"In a word, the methods to be relied upon in teaching Islamic
thought should be those employed in what is today called the
study of religious thought from the sociological point of view
(so_ciol_ogie_ religieuse_). This is the method which attempts to
go beyond the investigation of any given weltanschauung (’aqliya)
to discover the .substantive factors which determined its vari-
ous viewpoints just as they determined the solutions and the
problems arising from that very weltanschauung in any given age.
This (method) iu short, calls mot for simply receiving and be-
lieving but for thought, investigation and criticism."

We have also noted the genuine effort being made to give
equal educational opportunities to both sexes, and this new mentality
seems to be striking roots. In a recent lecture on modern Tunisian liter-
ature there was only one poem cited by the speaker which drew guffaws and
catcalls from the audience (about three-fourths students) that written
iu the early 1930’s by a conservative exhorting women to remain to remain
true to their religion by keeping their veils and habits of seclusion.

What then will be the final result of this cultural unity?
This much seems certain. The present leadership is genuinely devoted to
a modern, secular, Western cultural outlook in a manner exceeding in
boldness the various modernist movements found in any other part of the
Arab world. This does not mean ny necessary political francophilia or
pro-Westernism. It is rather the modernism of Sartre and Sputnik of
the rights of man and of successful five year plans. The rejection of the
Arab East also goes deeper than the existing troubles with the U.A.R.
Basically, the Arab East has not made a very impressive showing and no amount
of appealing to a common heritage can obscure this to the Tunisians.

Much cf what seems to be developing wins the support of us
Westerners (naturally enough, since the aims overlap so many of our own
cultural values) the goal of universal primary education with all it
implies of social responsibility, female emancipation, the moderation
and good sense of bilingualism and apparent bi-culturalism, the increased
emphasis on natural sciences and the attempt to build a better material
world However, small ruling roups trying to change too quic.ly
the most basic tents of their societ hsve often come to grief at what
seemed to be the height of their influence. If the present government,
now so firmly established, should for any reason begin to lose some of
that popularity, is it not especially vulnerable to the charge of being
too Western too much opposed to the "good old values" of Islam and
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rabic culture One can imagine what a demagogue from the religious
right might make of the following fact: The student magazine Jeunesse
asked Students of the Ecole N0rmae Superiepre if they had a personal-
problem concerning the existence of God. Of those answering the ques-
tionnaire 47% admitted to a problem. Of the remaining 53% to whom this
question caused no doubts:

8% believed God exists

45% believed He does not exist.

Perhaps this is just a flash in the pan a sor of freak
like the celebrated Oxford Union decision not to fight for King and country,
but it is serious enough to cause concern. One can only hope fervently that
the mny noble ais of tis Tunisian guided social revolution are achieved
and that while striking out against the false god of immobilisme and re-
ligious obscurantism, the Tunisian rulers will nevertheleSstrive to build
on the foundation of what is best in their own cultural heritage.

crely,._.__.

eon arl Broom
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